ADDENDUM NO. 2
DATE:
ITB:
DATE ISSUED:
BID DUE:
SUBJECT:

April 15, 2021
RFP 21-58TM Body Armor
April 6, 2021
May 11, 2021 at 10:00AM
Responses to Questions Received

Ladies/Gentlemen:
Addendum #2 is being issued to provide responses to questions received.
1. Question: Referring to section H.6 and I.5 (table): Is it a requirement to utilize a minority
business or woman-owned business to be awarded a contract?
Answer: Utilization of SWaM businesses is a goal not a requirement.
2. Question: Referring to Scope of Contract Section B “IIIA Body Armor Panels w/
concealable carrier”: The specifications refer to an outer tactical carrier that holds soft
armor. Please confirm if the intent is to purchase a concealable carrier (worn under
clothing) or an external carrier that will allow for the attachment of items referenced in
subsection 7?
Answer: The vest needed will be an external vest, commonly referred to as an “entry
vest”, that will allow for the attachments referenced.
3. Question: Page 5 of the RFP indicates the color must be OD green, would Ranger green
be an acceptable alternative? If not, would the agency be willing to accept a longer lead
time?
Answer: Ranger Green may be an acceptable alternative.
4. Question: Also on page 5, please specify the requirement for references, would contact
information be enough or is the requirement for full letters of reference?
Answer: Contact information is sufficient.
5. Question: I was hoping to get more information on what kind of body armor you’re
looking for. What are you currently using?
Answer: The Special Weapons and Tactics team is currently wearing a ProTech F.A.V.
6. Question: Page 4 states “III Body Armor panels w/concealable carrier” Do you want a
concealable carrier for the Tactical armor as described on page 4?
Answer: The vest needed will be an external vest, commonly referred to as an “entry
vest”.
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7. Question: Page 5 – Requires 2 10”x12” plates per vest. What threat leave 10”x12” plate?
Answer: Threat Level 3
8. Question: What is the target weight for the 10”x12” Shooters Cut Plate?
Answer: No more than five (5) pounds.

Bidders must take due notice and be governed accordingly. This addendum must be
acknowledged as indicated in the Invitation to Bid or your Bid may not be considered.

All other terms and conditions much remain the same.
For the City of Hampton
Tammy Martin, Senior Buyer
1 Franklin Street
Hampton, VA 23669
Phone: 757-727-2205
Email: tmartin@hampton.gov
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